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CHARTACLOUD INTRODUCES CHARTACARES AND FORMEDICAL CLOUD 

SERVICES FOR HOME CARE 
  

Services Provide a Single Source for Cloud-based, HIPAA-Compliant Managed 
Foundational Technologies and Professional Services 

 
Portsmouth, NH, April 2, 2015– ChartaCloud Technologies, LLC (“ChartaCloud”) 
ChartaCloud Technologies LLC (“ChartaCloud”) today announced the availability of ForMedical 
Cloud services, a comprehensive cloud based platform of IT services developed specifically for use 
by home health care service organizations. ForMedical Cloud provides home health care services 
with a single source solution for the provisioning and use of foundational IT technologies necessary 
to operate a high quality and competitively positioned home health care services business in an age 
defined by HIPAA security and privacy compliance, electronic health records and the digital 
demands of mobile health care professionals. ForMedical Cloud is offered as a scalable service 
which means that home health care businesses can choose the specific IT service(s) they need based 
on their size and pay only for what they use. 
  
The Foundational IT services being offered include: secure e-mail, secure texting, encrypted 
electronic healthcare records, smart paper forms and tablet based mobile forms processing, secure 
mobile device management, expert automated risk assessment profiles, secure printing, electronic 
visit verification, collaborative electronic workflows, PC back-up, e-mail archiving, e-mail defense 
systems, intrusion defense systems and document driven task management.  
 
ChartaCares has also extended the ForMedical Cloud service platform with a comprehensive set of 
professional services and IT equipment procurement and support options that includes: 24/7 help 
desk, HIPAA compliance staff training, on site IT audits, communication network installation and 
management, managed print services, and secure IT equipment destruction and/or re-cycling.  
 
“Home health care services organizations are an extremely critical dimension of the health care 
industry and play an increasingly important role in the cycle of quality health care delivery. We are 
being responsive to the needs expressed by the home health care industry to have the technologies 
and a business partner that can help them navigate the growing complexities of compliant IT needed 
to deliver quality health care and enhance the operational effectiveness and profitability of their 
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businesses. These challenges have been made ever more daunting in the age of HIPAA IT privacy 
and security regulations,” said Lauryn Schimmel, Managing Director of ChartaCloud. “With 
ForMedical Cloud and ChartaCares we have created an ecology where home health care providers 
can choose what they need, while we provision and manage the technologies, and they can continue 
on with providing quality care.” Schimmel concluded.  
 
About ChartaCloud Technologies  
 
ChartaCloud is a leader in end-to-end, full service solutions for mobile electronic forms processing 
and automation designed to capture data on paper or digitally with equal ease and accuracy. 
ChartaCloud Technologies’ IT solutions for the health care industry allow companies to bridge the 
gap between the paper and digital worlds. The company, based in Portsmouth, NH, was founded by 
leadership with more than 25 years of experience in forms automation and IT.  
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact ChartaCloud Technologies at 
603-580-1088 or email at info@chartacloud.com. 


